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Address Genyal Soluciones de Energia S.A. 
Avda. Madrid 18, 3-A 
36204 Vigo

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Genyal Soluciones de Energia S.A. is focused in promoting electric power generation from renewable sources, both to help achieve sustainable
development and to save energetic costs. We supply components for Solar Energy Systems, focused on leading manufacturers to ensure our
customers that we satisfy their requirements of modules, inverters, mounting systems, solar trackers, paperwork and engineering. Genyal Soluciones
de Energía takes special care about technology and component quality, manufacturing process, long term performance, guarantee and service. At
Intersolar 2009 we will have a pleasure to presents our own products with Genyal brand: Genyal OEM - photovoltaic module GenyalFix - mounting
system GenyalTrack - solar tracker GenyalLux - solar lamp post See You at Intersolar 2009!
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